PLEASE READ BEFORE PURCHASING TICKETS
UPDATED 10-10-2021
We love our country and our individuality as much as all of you do, but as a nonprofit business and community
theater, we have an obligation to protect our staff, actors, and the substantial investment in the shows we
produce. Insofar as the Hamilton Playhouse is an old, repurposed building, and the auditorium is cramped with
low ceilings and less-than-stellar ventilation, AND during a show our audiences are shut in the auditorium
together for over an hour; we have to take stronger safety precautions. So, for the foreseeable future Hamilton
Players will continue to require that appropriate* mask wearing and social distancing protocols are followed at
the Hamilton Playhouse in all public areas. Our policy at this time has to be that if you choose not to wear an
appropriate mask, we will not be able to welcome you inside the Playhouse. Please understand that we hate to
do it; and we know it is an unpopular policy: no one, us included, likes wearing masks or being socially
distanced. However, we have to err on the side of caution when it comes to protecting the Hamilton Players’
casts, crews, and shows; and it is the only way we can authorize the actors to perform unmasked.
In addition to the mask requirement, there will be two empty seats between each ticket order and every other
row will be empty. There will also be no seating in the first three rows to allow a 12’ distance between the
performers and the audience. No food or drink –including water- will be allowed in the House. Thank you for
your cooperation. Wishing you all health and safety…and looking forward to the day that we can all play
together again without mask restrictions and extra protocols.
1.) If you wish to sit together as a group, please order your tickets in a single purchase order. If you
order separately, the ticketing system will automatically block out two seats on either side of the order as
‘unavailable.’ The maximum number of seats to a group order sitting together is 8 (that is the maximum
number of seats in a row).
2.) We cannot add seats to an order once the next available seats have been purchased.
If you want someone to join your seating group, we may have to move the entire party, and then it can
only be done if there are enough empty seats available.
-For example: if you order seats 1 & 2 and then someone else orders the next available seats (5 & 6),
we cannot add/seat people in the empty seats of 3 & 4, because we must maintain two empty seats
between orders. To add a third seat to your party, the seats would have to be moved to accommodate
three seats and still allow two empty seats between you and the next order.
3.) If you are unable or unwilling to wear a mask, please consider taking advantage of online viewing
options when available. Our productions, when possible, are streamed via Vimeo and can be watched
online via phone, tablet, computer, or smart TV. If you are planning to view it via smart TV, please set
up the Vimeo app in advance of the show date. We will be happy to do our best to help you over the
phone and get you situated to watch the production online.
*Appropriate facemask is defined as an undamaged face covering that is securely fitted and entirely covers the mouth and
the nose with at least one (1) layer of a close-weave material. Open bottom scarves, handkerchiefs, and mesh masks are
not acceptable.

